GRACE CUPPER
Fine Artist studying at Cardiff School of Art and Design

Artist Statement:

My current practice explores themes of self-reflection, obsession and insecurity through the use of drawings, journals and self-portraiture. Pushing the boundaries of stereotypical self-portraiture, multiple forms of communication are used to show immediacy of expression and emotion. The unpredictability in material and composition aims to represent the ever-changing human condition and experience, creating a chaotic and emotional experience for the viewer, exposing aspects of my identity and artistic process. Personal moments of experience and contemplation work alongside the everyday representation of sketches, note taking, lists and plans for future work to draw attention to the insignificant, the smaller details of life.

Blog Address
gracecupperfineart.wordpress.com

Instagram
@gracecupperfineart

FOR COMMISSIONS AND INQUIRIES
Best contacted through Instagram account. Available to commission portraits in the form of drawing and painting at request.